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About Unbabel
Unbabel provides translation as a 
service through its platform. Powered 
by artificial intelligence, it delivers high-
quality content five times faster and 
five times cheaper than its competitors.

Executive summary
Built on Amazon Web Services (AWS), Unbabel is an AI-powered human 
translation platform serving a broad range of industries including B2B and B2C 
tech, retail, ecommerce, travel, hospitality, and gaming. For flexibility, scalability, 
and cost-efficiency, Unbabel migrated to AWS early on in its development. With 
AWS services, Unbabel customized its IT platform to better serve the needs of 
its growing business. Migrating its application machines, running its production 
servers, and testing new features on AWS significantly improved time-to-market 
and performance. It also reduced operational costs by nearly $1 million over 
three years. Following the migration, Unbabel consistently delivers high-quality 
translations five times faster and five times cheaper than its competitors.

Business growth demands more from 
infrastructure performance
With over 40,000 translators serving customers on its IT platform, Unbabel 
was growing quickly and needed to transition from its existing infrastructure. It 
needed a more robust application host with solutions and services that could 
support its AI-powered translation machine. The Unbabel infrastructure lacked 
scalability, and flexibility and had a narrow selection of services, with a lack of 
options for its machine learning (ML) and language processing requirements. As a 
result, Unbabel experienced significant downtime and was unable to manage its 
utilization cost efficiently. 

Enhancing the performance of services for 
customers with flexibility and scalability
Following seamless and successful migrations of its microservices and backup 
data to AWS, Unbabel decided to migrate its main application. Accessing a 
wide breadth of AWS services helped the company immediately transform its 
operational performance. Most of the major AWS services factor heavily in the 
company’s daily operations. For example, the deployment of containerized 
applications and pipelines is managed by Amazon Elastic Container Service 
(Amazon ECS).  For 100 percent of its relational database workloads, it uses  
Amazon Relational Database (Amazon RDS) and its object data store is Amazon 
Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3). Unbabel also leverages Amazon Elastic 
Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) with Auto Scaling and Elastic Load Balancing 
within the Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) for its underlying cloud 
infrastructure, load balancing, scaling, and networking. These services drive faster, 
scalable performance from its application and support a company-wide reduction 
in downtime.

Unbabel cuts nearly $1 million in 
operational costs with AWS

Case study

Our service sits on top of 
Amazon EC2 which helps us 
leverage the benefits of easily 
scaling up and scaling down. 
We can also integrate cluster 
auto-scaling with that and we 
can integrate EC2 instances that 
have GPUs within the existing 
environments, all of which can 
easily be controlled with all the 
scaling for the clusters.

–  Bruno Moura, Principal Engineer, Unbabel

“

https://aws.amazon.com/
https://developers.unbabel.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/ecs/features/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/
https://aws.amazon.com/vpc/
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Fortifying data management, infrastructure, 
and solution performance at scale
With Amazon RDS, Unbabel has leveraged automation to streamline 
complex administrative database operations. This automation powers a 
better performance for Unbabel with high availability, replication, backups, 
encryption and database infrastructure optimization efforts. Now the 
engineering team can shift from these administrative responsibilities 
to product innovation and generation while maintaining database 
compliance and efficiency.

As a highly flexible open-source technology that helps Unbabel seamlessly 
run its services, with any call provider, across many regions, Amazon ECS 
helped Unbabel deliver its translation services for a global customer 
base at scale. Bruno Moura, principal engineer at Unbabel elaborates on 
how Amazon ECS directly powers the scalability and availability of the 
company’s translation services for customers, “Our service sits on top of 
Amazon EC2 which helps us leverage the benefits of easily scaling up 
and scaling down. We can also integrate cluster auto-scaling with that, 
and we can integrate EC2 instances that have GPUs within the existing 
environments, all of which can easily be controlled with all the scaling for 
the clusters.”

Saving almost $1 million in company 
resources with zero engineering effort
The AWS Savings Plans significantly improved the allotment of resources 
at Unbabel, helping the company easily adjust its utilization according to 
infrastructure needs. With a flexible financial commitment that optimizes 
value, and zero engineer effort from its team, Unbabel leveraged the AWS 
Savings Plans to successfully reduce just under $1 million in company IT 
expenditures over the course of three years. This helps the company divert 
funds to areas that can improve the customer experience.  Moura speaks 
to the transformative nature of this kind of savings for Unbabel, “This is 
a huge win, especially because it required no investment in engineering 
resources. We achieved this with the AWS Savings Plans alone.” 

AWS helps Unbabel deliver translations in 
under one second and accelerates  
time-to-market
Working closely with the management arc of the AWS platform, 
Unbabel engineers successfully completed the platform for a key piece 
of their model infrastructure. As a result, the company enhanced its 
translation pipelines and tackled a new use case, successfully delivering a 
synchronous conversation in under a second. Moura explains, “We hugely 
benefited from our migration to AWS, as we were only able to execute this 
innovation after migrating.”

With data at the core of the Unbabel model, the company uses AWS for 
all its data processing and storage needs. 

With AWS, Unbabel plans to continue to develop new business capabilities 
and increase cost savings.
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https://aws.amazon.com/savingsplans/

